T O R O N T O
Creative Ideas Shared by Leading Design Professionals

Internationally acclaimed Ariel Muller Designs
specializes in creating beautifully detailed
interiors that seamlessly integrate unique
designs with the latest, state of the art
technologies. Ariel is known for creating
custom designs that fulfill and inspire,
while simultaneously providing exceptional
service, invaluable experience, and refreshing
integrity. Creating a complete space,
enhanced with custom furnishings, exquisite
finishes, bespoke detailing, and inspiring
artwork is the hallmark of his firm. The
end result is always a balance of luxurious
comfort, functionality, and thoughtful design.
Ariel Muller Designs’ boutique studio
features a handpicked team of creative
design professionals with Ariel serving as
the principal designer and creative director.
He makes it his mission to be personally
involved in each and every project, serving
elite clientele in Toronto and internationally.
As an innovative design firm, Ariel Muller
Designs offers an extensive portfolio that
conveys a range of styles from modern luxe
to elegant transitional interiors. Passionately
integrating design and technology, Ariel
creates with artistry, personal attention, clear
communication, and meticulous attention to
detail.
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“Design may appear simple, but in reality it is the result of many
technical and aesthetic decisions coming together in perfect harmony.”
													 —Ariel Muller

ARIEL MULLER DESIGNS
i nt er i or d esi g n
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“Great design is the intelligent integration of form, function, and
technology, ultimately enhancing one’s lifestyle.” —Ariel Muller

A custom headboard wall features an upholstered leather design
with a lit display niche exhibiting the clients glass sculpture collection.
The surrounding figured Anigre wood panels, provide additional
storage. The floating night tables have curved proud drawer panels
finished in a satin lacquer to complement the room’s dresser. Stainless
steel sconces serve as visual interest, as well as functional reading lights.

ABOVE:

FACING PAGE: Designed in partnership with Cameo Kitchens, “Fusion —
The Kitchen of Tomorrow” exhibits how technology and design work
in perfect harmony. The backsplash is an interactive panel consisting of
three HD monitors, which allow multi-functionality: enjoying a favourite
scene, Skyping with family and friends, viewing cooking videos or
recipes, browsing websites and social media, displaying children’s
artwork, or presenting a slideshow of family photos. If sports are the
preference, watching three events simultaneously is simple. The raised
breakfast bar is made of semi-precious stone, which is backlit with LED
panels to complement the luxe high-gloss walnut and white lacquer
cabinetry. Interior illumination is activated at a touch of the automated
servo drive doors and drawers. The kitchen design won a Luxury
Portfolio, “Best of the Best” Award from Robb Report.
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Located in the heart of Toronto, the modern condo
features a grey and white color palette with polished metal focal
elements that add reflection and create a “wow” factor. The open
concept living and dining space is warmed by a custom silk and wool
area carpet. The white leather sofa curves to enhance the aesthetic and
improve sightlines to the flat screen TV and honed stone fireplace, with
a custom inset stainless frame. The S-fold sheers enhance the windows,
and motorized blinds behind them provide additional privacy.

PREVIOUS PAGES LEFT:

PREVIOUS PAGES RIGHT: A spectacular Terzani chandelier made of refined
stainless steel chain is the focal point of this striking dining room.
Its design is balanced by a custom walnut elliptical tabletop with a
polished stainless inlaid seam and stunning base. The sculptural effect
is framed by custom walnut buffets with polished stainless tops and side
waterfall wrap detail.

Photographs courtesy of Ariel Muller Designs Inc.
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Ariel Muller Designs was commissioned to design a
vacation condo overlooking the ocean. The open kitchen
incorporates white lacquer and walnut cabinetry with stainless
steel appliances. A mirrored backsplash enlarges the space
visually, as it reflects the blue accents and the water beyond.

ABOVE:

LEFT: A topographical coffee table made in the
United Kingdom topped with a water-like façade accents the
white plank floors, paying homage to the white beaches just
outside the condo. LED indirect lighting in perimeter walls
and ceiling coves adds the perfect ambience for lounging or
entertaining.
FACING PAGE: The open concept master ensuite exposes a
generous glassed-in shower with dramatic mosaic tile flowing
from wall to floor. A freestanding oval tub softens the space as
it nestles close to the feature mosaic wall with unique tub filler.
The result is a modern, luxurious retreat.

Photographs courtesy of Ariel Muller Designs Inc.
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LEFT: Melding traditional architecture with a transitional interior,
the elegant foyer features a pair of walnut glass-paneled doors,
luxurious white marble floors, and white-paneled walls adorned
with original artwork.
TOP: A wool and silk custom carpet grounds the master suite,
while the bespoke walnut bedroom furniture features inlaid
detail. The polished nickel chandelier brings the space together
in a cohesive statement.

The solid walnut staircase rises up from the elegant,
herringbone patterned hardwood floors and pairs beautifully with
the figured walnut back-paneled wall. The custom railing serves
as an exclamation point to the rich design.

ABOVE:

Photographs courtesy of Ariel Muller Designs Inc.
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“In creating bespoke spaces,
great care is taken to select
the most interesting woods,
the finest fabrics, inspiring
stone and metals, while
exploring the integrity of the
materials revealing their full
potential and inner beauty.”
				—Ariel Muller

TOP: A suspended custom chandelier created from cast glass
and metal brings intimacy to this vaulted family room. A large
comfy sectional sofa frames the space and is positioned to
enjoy the stunning views as the seasons change.

The sitting room off of the master suite
offers a comfortable area for unwinding. Custom walnut
cabinets include a make-up vanity and pullout posts and
drawers, expediting morning rituals. Recessed lighting and
elegant sconces add a gentle glow that furthers the calming
atmosphere.

MIDDLE & BOTTOM:

FACING PAGE: This grand living room features a panoramic
window framed by the architectural barrel-vaulted ceiling.
Recessed lighting provides a constellation effect to the ceiling,
while a marble wall provides a clean backdrop for the fireplace.
A custom sofa cabinet with laser cut detailing accentuates the
curves of the room, creating a breathtaking space laced
with tranquility.

Photographs courtesy of Ariel Muller Designs Inc.
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